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Supplementary material
Appendix 1. Notation

In plain terms,

normalizes X on a row-wise basis by dividing each row by its sum.
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Appendix 2. Proof of the projection formula
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Appendix 3. Power analysis

Appendix 4. Dispersal model description

One concern with the projection approach is that using a relatively small sample size of connectivity data (3 yr at 30 d intervals)
may be insufficient for capturing the longer-term behavior of the
system. One means of addressing this is to perform power analysis on the data via bootstrapping. The connectivity matrices were
originally derived on an individual basis (e.g. 1-2-03 release, 1-3003 release … tth release… nth release) and then averaged to yield
mean levels of connectivity. To identify the number of data points
required to get within a satisfactory range of the true mean of the
entire data set, k connectivity values were randomly drawn 250
times for each individual connection from the set of values over
time (
) for connections where at least one element was not 0

The larval dispersal and connectivity model is an adaptation of the
Biophysical Offline Larval Tracking System (BOLTS), an individual-based model described in Paris et al. (2007).

(

). The sampled data was used to generate an estimate

of the standard error of the mean (SE) of the sampled values, and
the value of k was increased until SE was within 5% or 2.5 individuals of the population mean. This process was repeated for all
individual connections, and confidence intervals were determined
using percentiles. When the number of elements required to characterize the vector plateaus, this indicates that additional data is
no longer providing additional value to the result. The analysis of
the matrices used in this manuscript is shown below. The results
indicate that for our study, connectivity values for 95% of all nonzero connections can be determined to the given level of precision
using 25 time slices or less, assuming that the sampled connectivity values are representative of the true population (i.e. identically
distributed).

Benthic seascape module
The model domain for this study is the Wider Caribbean and the
Gulf of Mexico (5°N–35°N, 55°W–100°W). We assumed that
both the spawning and settlement locations of the generic larvae
were associated with the reef-building corals in the region. Thus,
the seascape was derived from remote sensing of coral reefs and
associated habitats from the Millennium Reefs Assessment (Andréfouët et al. 2006). At the time at which the polygon layer was
developed, Millennium Coral Reef data was not available for Venezuela, and therefore information developed by UNEP-WCMC
(Spalding et al. 2001) was used for this area instead. The data was
restricted to patch reef, spur and groove and was further processed.
First, habitat polygons were buffered to a distance of 5 km or sensory zone, representing the ability of larvae to sense settlement
habitat, following Paris et al. (2005) and Cowen et al. (2006). The
seascape is further parted in discrete polygon units using a tolerance level of 10 km. Tolerance (or minimum allowable distance
between any two vertices along an arc) was chosen to be at least
the size of the ocean circulation model’s grid and small enough
to capture the local scales of retention in the modeled region (see
Cowen et al. 2006). A total of 1872 coral reef polygons where
generated for this study.
Oceanographic module
The basin-scale Hybrid Coordinate Ocean Model (HYCOM)
with Global Ocean Data Assimilation Experiment (GODAE)
provided daily 3-dimension velocity predictions from 2003 to
2005. In basin-scale simulations, the emphasis is on short integrations with high resolution [with a fine mesh size. i.e. eddyresolving (1/12°)] to evaluate the model’s response on seasonal to
decadal time scales (eddy activity, mode water formation, etc.).
The hybrid coordinate is isopycnal in the open, stratified ocean,
but smoothly reverts to a terrain-following coordinate in shallow
coastal regions, and to z-level coordinates in the mixed layer and/
or unstratified seas. This model contains improved parameterizations of physical processes in the mixed layer and can simulate
the vertical structure of dynamical and thermodynamical variables
along with biochemical constituents. HYCOM uses bottom topography from a digital terrain data set with 5´ latitude-longitude
resolution (ETOPO5) and a coastal boundary set at the 5-m isobath. For more information about HYCOM, see the RSMAS web
page (<http://hycom.rsmas.miami.edu>). The source code is also
available from this web page.
Biological module
The biological module accounts for both the adult reproductive
strategy and the larval traits and behavior, from the egg stage to the
settlement stage. It serves to simulate the larval movement, other
than advection by the currents. The module is parameterized with
the life history parameters of the studied species, described from
in situ surveys or lab experiments. In this generic model, particles
(larvae) were passive until day 5 or 15, after which they became
competent to settle. Settling occurred when the particle trajectory encountered a reef polygon. The maximum competency or
pelagic larval duration (PLD) was set to 30 d. In order to find
significant results without propagating the effect of other factors
such as the variability of natural systems, we generated probabilis-
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tic simulations using data from an ensemble estimates of a series of
monthly releases during three years from each of the 1872 spawning locations (source nodes). A total of 35 time slices were enough
to account for both seasonal and inter-annual variability in the
Caribbean circulation.
The mortality rate can be supplied either as a constant value or
as a 4D Eulerian field (x, y, z, t) whereby its value at the closer grid
point of individual larval location is used to calculate the probability of mortality. Here we used a constant average mortality rate m
of 0.2 d–1, falling within the range of survivorship values measured
for the first 30 d for both fish and coral larvae ( Houde 1989,
Paris-Limouzy 2001, Graham et al. 2008) assigned stochastically
among particles (i.e. patchy mortality). BOLTS reads in m specified by the parameter file and generates a uniformly distributed
random number 0 < RN <1. Individual particles (larvae) are eliminated based on the magnitude of RN compared to m. Dead larvae
are flagged and removed from further calculations.
Individual-based Lagrangian stochastic module (LSM)
The sub-grid scale turbulence unresolved by the 1/12° hydrodynamic model was simulated assuming that the evolution of particle velocity and position in inhomogeneous, non-stationary turbulence can be represented as a Markovian process (Griffa 1996).
The Lagrangian stochastic model (LSM) was Markovian for (u),
the particle position and velocity field respectively, and its governing equations are (for each axis):
dx = [ < u > + u’ ] dt
du’ = [–u’/TL + a ] dt + b dW(t)

(1)
(2)

where < u > is the mean velocity; u’ is the turbulent velocity; dt is
the time step; the first term in (2) represents a fading memory for
velocity fluctuations scaled by the decorrelation time scale TL; a,
the drift correction term, is zero when turbulence is stationary and
homogeneous (Berloff and McWilliams 2002). The second term
in (2) represents random forcing where dW is a random increment
from a Gaussian stochastic process with zero mean and variance
dt; b is the amplitude of the random increment (sensu Berloff
and McWilliams 2002). Applied to larval transport, b could also
describe larval swimming (e.g. oriented motion, Codling et al.
2004). Here, b represents the eddy diffusivity:

(3)
where σ2 is the horizontal variance of the velocity. This model is
constrained by the well-mixed condition criterion, which implies
that a passive tracer uniformly mixed over the full domain remains
uniformly mixed at all times. In the classical form of the LSM
model the Lagrangian parameters (i.e. TL, σ2) are spatially uniform and constant in time, scaled according to Okubo’s diffusion
diagrams (1980). To resolve sub-grid scale turbulence in the ca 6
km HYCOM mesh size, K was set to 7.4 cm2 s–1. However TL and
σ2 can be spatially variable if sub-regions made of homogeneous
statistical properties are defined (Lumpkin et al. 2002, Veneziani
et al. 2004).
BOLTS output: population connectivity matrix
The likelihood of larval exchange from one unit reef (population)
to another is represented in a transition probability matrix where
rows are source (node i) and columns are destination (or node j).
The content of a given matrix element describes the probability
that an individual larva makes the transition from its source reef
(population) and successfully reaching the settlement stage in the
destination reef (population). Elements along the diagonal of the
matrix (where source = sink) represent self-recruitment. Connections between reefs (populations) may be represented by several
types of matrices: 1) the distance matrix D = dij represents the distances between reefs ij; 2) the transition probability matrix TPM
= pij represents the probability that an individual larva in node i
at time t will disperse to node j at time t + k , where k = pelagic
larval duration (PLD); 3) the adjacency matrix (or edge) A = aij is
a binary matrix in which each element is defined as aij = 1 if nodes
i and j are connected, otherwise aij = 0. This matrix is mostly used
to analyze connectivity networks (Urban and Keitt 2001). The
expected flux F from node i to node j is:
Fij = Si/Stot × pij , where Si = size of the population in i and Stot
= ∑Si
Uniform particle release at all locations correspond to a constant
Si as constant, otherwise, Si may be scaled by the polygon unit
area. In this case, Si was constant and 1000 particles were released
from each node.
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Appendix 5. Supplementary results
Matrix of the residuals of a linear regression of genetic similarity
on geographic distance for S1 at t=100.

AKS1_series.mov – The animation shows the projection of the
transition matrix
over 250 time steps for Simulation 1 (S1),
where larvae are able to settle at day 5, and have a 30 d pelagic larval duration. The entries of the matrix represent the probability of
finding genetic material that originated in the source population
(columns) in the destination population (rows) at the given time,
and each frame represents a single time step.
AKS2_series.mov – The animation shows the projection of the
transition matrix
over 250 time steps for Simulation 2 (S2),
where larvae are able to settle at day 15, and have a 30 d pelagic
larval duration. The entries of the matrix represent the probability
of finding genetic material that originated in the source population (columns) in the destination population (rows) at the given
time, and each frame represents a single time step.
DS1_series.mov – The animation shows the projection of the genetic similarity matrix over 250 time steps for Simulation 1 (S1),
where larvae are able to settle at day 15, and have a 30 d pelagic
larval duration. Similarity was calculated as

, where x

and y are allele frequency vectors of two different populations, and
each frame represents a single time step.
DS2_series.mov – The animation shows the projection of the genetic similarity matrix over 250 time steps for Simulation 1 (S1),
where larvae are able to settle at day 15, and have a 30 d pelagic
larval duration. Similarity was calculated as

, where x

and y are allele frequency vectors of two different populations, and
each frame represents a single time step.
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